Activity 2

pl
e

Anti-humour joke: a type of joke in which the joke-teller tries to surprise the
listener by saying something that is not funny, when the listener was expecting
something amusing

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text.
1. He is a big (..........) of Liverpool United – he goes to all of their games, both home
and away.

Before you read, match the words and phrases from the text to their definitions.

6. shaggy

7. stand-up comedian

3. His joke was really boring until the (..........), which made us all laugh at lot.

8. the point

4. It is (..........) that I finally have enough money to buy a sports car, but now I’m
too old to drive it fast.

Sa
m

a. a supporter or admirer of a person, team, etc.
b. extremely funny
c. funny because the expected results are different from the real results
d. someone who entertains an audience by telling jokes
e. that can be passed from one person to another
f. the last line of a joke that makes you laugh
g. the most important part of what someone says
h. with long, thick, untidy hair

Anti-humour
By Engeli Haupt

Question: What is brown and sticky?
Answer: A stick
Question: How many electricians does it take to change a light bulb?
Answer: One

Did you find them funny? If not, it probably means you are not a fan of
anti-humour. We normally laugh at jokes because the joke-teller creates
certain expectations while telling the joke and we start laughing at the
punchline when it does not meet these expectations.

Anticlimax jokes, like the stick and light bulb jokes above, also do not meet
our expectations, but in this case it’s because they are not funny. Ironic, isn’t
it? They state the obvious, by giving an answer that is easier than you expect.

A shaggy dog story is another example of a joke that ends with a silly
punchline. So, in other words there’s this joke … and it doesn’t matter what
it is about ... the joke can start in a bar … or in a hotel … or in a small town …
that’s not the point. The joke goes on and on … and on. The joke-teller gives
you detail after detail; the joke grows a tail, it becomes shaggy … when you
have imagined all the events in this long and complicated story … Bam! The
punchline! And what’s so funny about the last line? Nothing!
Many stand-up comedians use anti-humour, which seems to be funnier
because they always look serious. Perhaps it’s not funny at all, but as they
say, laughter is contagious. So if you are laughing because the joke was
hilarious, it’s likely that other people are also laughing. And if you are not
laughing because you didn’t think it was funny, maybe you were missing the
most important ingredient, according to scientists: other laughers.
One last question: What did the doctor say to the patient who couldn’t laugh?
Maybe you can think of a punchline that will make the patient start laughing
… or maybe not!

5. She collects all the jokes she reads and hears, because she wants to be a
(..........).
6. The joke that he told was (..........) – we couldn’t stop laughing for a long time.
7. ‘What is (..........) of going to school?’ ‘You go to school to learn.’
8. You shouldn’t go near her because she’s got flu, which is (..........).

Activity 3
Decide if the following statements are true or false, according to the text.
Can you correct the false ones?
1. Things that we expect make us laugh.
2. Anticlimax jokes have funnier punchlines than other kinds of jokes.
3. A shaggy dog story is normally a short joke.
4. Scientists think that jokes are funnier if we are with more people.
5. A joke can be funny when we expect it to be funny and then it is not.

Activity 4
In each sentence there is one mistake (spelling, punctuation, grammar).
Can you correct them?
1. We normally laugh at jokes because the joke-teller create certain expectations.
2. We start laughing at the punchline when it does not meat these expectations.
3. In this case its because they are not funny.
4. They state the obvious, by giving an answer that is more easy than you expect.
5. What’s so funny about the last line.
6. If you did’nt think it was funny, maybe you were missing something.

Activity 5
Do people use anti-humour in your language/culture?

Answers

5. punchline

4. ironic

Activity 1
1. e; 2. a; 3. b; 4. c; 5. f; 6. h; 7. d; 8. g

3. hilarious

Activity 2
1. fan; 2. shaggy; 3. punchline; 4. ironic; 5.
stand-up comedian; 6. hilarious; 7. the point;
8. contagious

2. fan

Activity 4
1. We normally laugh at jokes because the
joke-teller creates certain expectations.
2. We start laughing at the punchline when it
does not meet these expectations.
3. In this case it’s because they are not funny.
4. They state the obvious, by giving an answer
that is easier than you expect.
5. What’s so funny about the last line?
6. If you didn’t think it was funny, maybe you
were missing something.

1. contagious

2. Her dog is so (..........) that you can’t see which end is the head and which end
is the tail.

Activity 3
1. False (F) – We start laughing … when it
does not meet these expectations;
2. F – They don’t have funny punchlines;

Activity 1

3. F – It’s a long joke; 4. True (T); 5. T
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Activity 2

pl
e

Dark humour: making jokes about things that are usually considered to be
serious or sad.

Now complete the sentences using words from the text.
1. Although he became very rich, he was born in (..........).

5. grim

6. noose

7. poverty

4. gravestone
8. sensitive

Sa
m

a. a stone to mark where someone is buried
b. a wooden structure for hanging criminals
c. circle of rope which goes round someone’s neck to kill them
d. disorder in the normal functioning of the body
e. painful contraction of a muscle
f. that can easily upset or offend
g. the condition of being very poor
h. unpleasant and depressing

Dark humour
By Richard Sidaway

Experts say that laughing is an ability that is specific to human beings. No other animal
does it. So why do we?

The purpose of laughter
For most people, laughing is a way of showing we are happy or relieved – we usually
laugh with other people present and it helps relax the atmosphere. Another reason for
laughter is that it helps us deal with the sensitive area of social morality, or situations
which are normally serious, like death, disease or war. This is where humour sometimes
gets ‘dark’.
The origins of dark humour
Dark humour is probably as old as human communication itself. One of the first
modern examples in English is in the 17th-century writings of Jonathan Swift.
In A Modest Proposal, Swift suggests that poor people sell their children as food to
the rich. His intention was to make fun of simple suggestions for solving problems
such as poverty or overpopulation.

Individual examples
There are several individuals who decided to use humour when faced with their own
death. Murderer William Palmer looked at the door under the gallows before his
execution in 1855 and asked ‘Are you sure that’s safe?’ Writer Oscar Wilde’s last words
as he was dying in a cheap hotel were ‘Either that wallpaper goes or I will.’ Humorist
Spike Milligan had the words ‘I told you I was ill’ (in Irish) written on his gravestone.

Anonymous contributions
It is a mystery where some dark humour comes from. Nobody knows who wrote this:
‘We are born naked, wet and hungry. Then things get worse.’ Or how about this piece
of graffiti to make you feel depressed: ‘Life is a sexually transmitted disease, and it’s
100% fatal.’
Light at the end of the tunnel?
Surprisingly, dark humour can sometimes provide a more positive conclusion to a grim
topic. This is what Dorothy Parker wrote in 1925 on the subject of suicide:

Razors pain you;
rivers are damp;
acids stain you;
and drugs cause cramp.
Guns aren’t lawful;
nooses give;
gas smells awful;
you might as well live.

3. I went for a swim, but after an hour I got (..........) in both my legs so I had to come
out of the water.
4. In the 18th century you could go to the (..........) for stealing bread.
5. Let’s not talk about it any more; it’s a (..........) subject.
6. Many people die of heart (..........) every year.

7. We were shocked when we heard the (..........) news.

8. When the police found the suicide victim he was still hanging with the (..........)
around his neck.

Activity 3
Put the sentences in the order they come in the text.
1. Some people refuse to take their own death seriously.
2. Dark humour is sometimes a way of commenting on society’s problems.
3. Humans are the only animals that laugh.
4. The origin of dark humour is sometimes unknown.
5. Laughter can be a reaction to difficult situations

Activity 4
Can you make nouns from the six verbs and adjectives? They are all in the text.

e.g. act = action
Verb or adjective

Noun

1. able
2. moral
3. intend
4. poor
5. eflect
6. conclude

Activity 5
Do you appreciate dark humour? Why (not)?
Does dark humour exist in your culture?

Activity 3
3, 5, 2, 1, 4

3. gallows

Answers

2. disease

Activity 1
1. e; 2. d; 3. b; 4. a; 5. h; 6. c; 7. g; 8. f

1. cramp

2. I think Shakespeare is buried here. Let’s see if we can find his (..........).

Activity 4
1. ability; 2. morality; 3. intention; 4. poverty; 5.
reflection; 6. conclusion

Before you read, match the word to a definition.

Activity 2
1. poverty; 2. gravestone; 3. cramp; 4. gallows;
5. sensitive; 6. disease; 7. grim; 8. noose

Activity 1
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Activity 1
Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.
1. deal (a pack of cards)

2. deal with someone

3. drop off

5. idiom

6. literally

7. sledge

Activity 2

pl
e

‘Doctor! Doctor!’ joke: a type of joke in which a doctor gives advice about a (usually)
silly problem with an idiomatic expression that has two separate meanings. Similar
jokes are also sometimes told about other professions/situations, e.g. ‘Waiter!’ jokes.

4. go downhill

Sa
m

a. a group of words whose meaning is different from the normal meaning of each
separate word
b. divide a pack of cards between players
c. get worse
d. go to sleep
e. having the original or real meaning of a word or phrase
f. punish someone
g. type of transport used on snow

I feel like a silly object!
By Marsha Henderson

Bad joke – clever wordplay
Patient: Doctor! Doctor! I feel like a pair of curtains.
Doctor: Pull yourself together!

Why do the British think this is funny? They don’t. They enjoy the fact that
it’s such a bad joke. It’s a clever piece of wordplay, though. There are two
important parts to it.

Firstly, ‘I feel like …’. When we don’t feel well, we sometimes use an idiomatic
way of saying it, for example ‘I feel like death warmed up’ means ‘I feel terrible’.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.

1. ‘How did you sleep?’ ‘Very well, thanks. I (..........) straight away.’
2. I’ve just caught my daughter smoking – I didn’t know what to do, so I said I’d
(..........) her later.
3. It’s great in the winter; the hill’s full of kids playing with their (..........).
4. Let’s play cards! Who’s going to (..........) ?
5. The news isn’t good. His health’s (..........) quickly.
6. The phrase ‘It’s raining cats and dogs’ is a well-known (..........).
7. When I say ‘I’m pulling your leg’ I don’t mean it (..........), I mean ‘I’m joking’.

Activity 3

Decide if the statements are true or false, according to the text. Can you correct
the false ones?
1. ‘Doctor! Doctor!’ jokes begin with idiomatic expressions.
2. You can understand an idiom if you understand each word in the phrase.
3. These jokes are based on words and phrases which can mean different
things at different times.
4. They sometimes deal with real-life medical problems.
5. The author suggests the best way to invent your own joke is to start with
a funny object.

Activity 4
Complete the English idioms in the column on the left with a word from the column on
the right.
1. a negative fact someone has to accept: a bitter pill to …

a. headache

Then, the doctor uses a well-known idiom. It works because if you look at
the normal meaning of each separate word in the phrase, it doesn’t mean
anything at all. We say, ‘Pull yourself together!’ when we want someone to
be calm. Speaking literally, ‘pulling yourself together’ is just silly. However,
we could pull a pair of curtains together.

2. an extremely painful headache: a splitting …

b. health

3. appear to be extremely healthy: look the picture of …

c. medicine

4. exactly what’s needed now:
just what the doctor …

d. ordered

Here’s another one which works the same way.
Doctor! Doctor! I feel like a pack of cards.
I’ll deal with you later.

5. make someone experience the bad they have done to
others: give someone a taste of their own …

e. swallow

6. make someone feel worse about a bad situation:
rub salt in someone’s …

f. wound

Joke at end of article
Doctor! Doctor! I feel like a sledge!
Yes, I can see you’re going downhill!

Answers

Doctor! Doctor! I feel like a ……….!
Yes, I can see you’re ……….……….
Now try creating your own.

Activity 3
1. False (F) – The answer to this type of joke
contains an idiomatic expression; 2. F – The
meaning of an idiom is different from the
normal meaning of each separate word; 3.
True (T); 4. T; 5. F – The author suggests the
best way to invent your own joke is to start
with an idiom.

Your turn
Can you invent one yourself? Think of an idiom, like ‘go downhill’ for
instance. What do the words actually mean? Move down a hill. Now think
of something connected to that. A sledge, perhaps?

What professions are used in jokes in your language?

Activity 1
1. b; 2. f; 3. d; 4. c; 5. a; 6. e; 7. g

Doctor! Doctor! I’ve got insomnia.
Sleep on the edge of the bed, you’ll soon drop off.
Do you understand? You drop off to sleep, but here it also means to fall off
the bed.

Activity 5

Activity 4
1. e; 2. a; 3. b; 4. d; 5. c; 6. f

Real life
However, sometimes the jokes use real-life problems; here’s one that talks
about not being able to sleep.

Activity 2
1. dropped off; 2. deal with; 3. sledges; 4. deal;
5. going downhill; 6. idiom; 7. literally

What do we do with cards? We deal them before we play with them. Parents and
teachers sometimes say ‘I’ll deal with you later’, when they are planning to punish
a child; and a third meaning of dealing with something is solving a problem.
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Activity 1
Before you read, match the word to a definition.

Activity 2

pl
e

Name joke: a type of joke using English names that have the same pronunciation
as other words, but a different meaning.

Now complete the sentences using words from the text. Make any changes to the
words that are necessary.
1. I love walking along the (..........) on windy days watching giant waves crashing on
the rocks below.
2. My friend and her sister look so (..........) it’s difficult to believe they aren’t twins.

5. seagull

Sa
m

a. a grey and white bird which lives near the sea
b. a high area of land which ends suddenly, usually on the coast
c. describes a place where ghosts or spirits visit
d. funny
e. similar to something

What’s in a name?
By Julie Dawn Fox

What’s so funny?
Cliff, Annette and Russell are typical British names. Do they seem funny to you? Probably
not, but some people with these names are tired of people laughing at them. Why do
they laugh?

Name jokes
A lot of English names sound the same as verbs or nouns; in fact some of them are
exactly the same. That makes it easy for people to make jokes like this:
Question: What do you call a man with a seagull on his head?
Answer: Cliff.

Why is that funny? Because seagulls usually live in or on cliffs near the coast.
Here’s another:
Question: What do you call a man in a pile of leaves?
Answer: Russell.

Russell sounds the same as rustle, which is the noise you make if you move dry leaves.
Not so funny? How about this one?
Question: What do you call a woman standing on a tennis court?
Answer: Annette.
Did you get it? ‘A net’!

By the book
A creative way of turning names into jokes is by matching book titles with amusing
author names. Try saying these aloud:

An Optician’s Guide by Seymour Clearly (see more clearly)
Coastal Walks by Cliff Topp-Path (cliff-top path)
Haunted House by Hugo First (you go first)
Long Walk Home by Miss D. Buss (missed the bus)
My Worst Journey by Helen Back (hell and back)
Off To Market by Tobias A. Pigg (to buy us a pig).

3. People say that the old castle on the hill is (..........) by the ghost of a prince who
was murdered in his sleep.
4. There are always lots of (..........) flying around at my local beach.
5. We all thought that the comedian was very (..........).

Activity 3

Decide if the following statements are true or false, according to the text. Can
you correct the false ones?
1. Name jokes are based on words that have alternative meanings or sound
similar to something else.
2. You can only use real names to make name jokes.
3. It’s easy to make name jokes.
4. Everyone loves name jokes.
5. If you meet someone with a funny name you should always try to make a
joke about it.

Activity 4
Read the imaginary book titles and the names of the imaginary authors. In the third
column, write the imaginary author names as the words they sound like. Use the
book title to help you and remember to say the names aloud.
Book title

Author

Words it sounds like

e.g. In The Forest

Theresa Green

trees are green

School Sports

Jim Nasium

Problems With Underwear

Lucy Lastic

Tying Shoelaces

Ben Dover

Geology Essentials

Roxanne Minerals

Sailing The Pacific

Willie Maykit

Activity 5
Do people in your country make name jokes, too? How funny is this type of
joke?

Over to you
It’s easy to make name jokes yourself when you think about other meanings for words that
sound alike. Bill, for example, is a short version of the name William and also something you
have to pay in a restaurant or for electricity. Can you make a joke about Bill?

Activity 3
1. True (T); 2. False (F) – Name jokes can
be very funny, especially when they are inActivity 4
1. gymnasium; 2. loose elastic; 3. bend over; 4.
rocks and minerals; 5. Will he make it?
vented names; 3. T; 4. F – Some people with
these names are tired of people laughing
at them; 5. F – No, people with names that
could be funny may not be so amused

A word of warning
Name jokes can be very funny, especially when they are invented names. However, people
with names that could be funny may not be so amused. If it’s possible to make a joke using
their name, someone has probably done it, possibly hundreds of times, so don’t be surprised
if they don’t laugh at your joke!

Answers

4. haunted

3. cliff

Activity 1
1. e; 2. d; 3. b; 4. c; 5. a

2. amusing

Activity 2
1. cliffs; 2. alike; 3. haunted; 4. seagulls; 5.
amusing

1. alike
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Activity 1
Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.
1. a pack of lies

2. a wolf in
sheep’s clothing

3. authoritarian

a. an extremely strict person or organisation
b. an old-fashioned word for strange
c. someone who seems nice, but is bad on the inside
d. something believed to give the truth
e. when everything someone says or writes is untrue

Activity 2

pl
e

Exchanging letters: a type of joke in which the first letters of similar sounding
words in the answer are exchanged.

4. authoritative

5. queer

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text.
1. It was impossible to believe him – everything he said was just (..........).
2. Some people don’t think Wikipedia is as (..........) as other encyclopaedias.
3. Every time something strange happened, he shouted ‘How (..........)!’
4. My teacher was extremely (..........). We weren’t allowed to speak unless spoken to.
5. My sister’s last boyfriend was (..........). He seemed very nice at first, and all the
family liked him, but in the end he was really nasty to her.

Activity 3

Choose the best answer according to the text.

1. The answers to ‘What’s the difference?’ jokes sound …

What do you think the answer to this one is?

What’s the difference between a tired teacher and an angry dog?
One of them marks badly and the other …. (see answer below)

When someone famously makes mistakes …
A spoonerism, in which the speaker exchanges the first letters of two words, is very
similar. Sometimes, they’re funny mistakes and sometimes made on purpose. You
might say that everything an untruthful person says is just a lack of pies – a pack
of lies.

Spoonerisms got their name from William Archibald Spooner (1844–1930), of
Oxford University, who made these mistakes a lot. One of his most famous is
‘Three cheers for our queer old dean!’ He was talking about Queen Victoria, not
a respected member of the university staff!
A famous British character
Another type of wordplay is called a malapropism. A malapropism is a funny
mistake made when the speaker uses one word instead of another which
sounds similar, e.g. “He’s a wolf in cheap clothing!’’ It’s named after a character
called Mrs Malaprop from Richard Sheridan’s play, The Rivals (1775), but her
name comes from the French mal à propos, which means ‘badly put’.

When someone famous makes mistakes …
A fairly recent type of letter changing mistake is the bushism – named after the
former American president, George W Bush. It’s like a modern malapropism, so
you can mix up any words, syllables or letters in a funny way. Bush famously
said that when somebody wrote his government’s history, it would be done in
an authoritarian way. He meant it would be done in an authoritative way.
When ordinary people make mistakes
People laugh at Bush, but he’s not unusual in making these kinds of mistakes. We all do
it, all the time, and if you laugh when you do it, listeners will think it’s a clever joke, not
a mistake.
Answer to joke in first paragraph
What’s the difference between a tired teacher and an angry dog?
One of them marks badly and the other barks madly.

a. sometimes mistakes.

b. always mistakes.

c. often written in joke books.

3. Spoonerisms were named after …
a. the mental activity of
‘spooning’ letters from
word to word.

b. a man who wrote a lot
of these jokes.

c. a man who made a lot
of these mistakes.

4. Malapropisms can change …
a. syllables and first letters.

b. syllables and words.

c. first letters only.

5. Bushisms are …
a. similar to ‘What’s the
b. similar to
difference?’ jokes, spoonerisms, spoonerisms and
and malapropisms.
malapropisms.

c. a completely new
type of mistake.

Activity 4
Change the adjectives into adverbs and adverbial phrases to answer the questions.
Examples:
How does the teacher mark? (bad) badly
How did the president mix up his words? (funny) in a funny way
How’s he going to cut that paper? (straight) straight
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How are you feeling now? (very good)
How does her family usually eat? (healthy)
How did the shop assistant smile at me? (very silly)
How did the president give his speech? (fast)
How often do you read the newspaper? (daily)

Activity 5
Which famous people or characters from literature or TV make similar mistakes
to Mr Spooner, Mrs Malaprop and Mr Bush in your country/language?
Can you invent a ‘What’s the difference?’ joke in English?

Answers

What’s the difference between a tired teacher and an angry dog?
One of them marks badly, while the other barks madly.

2. Spoonerisms are …

Activity 3
1. c; 2. a; 3. c; 4. b; 5. b

A good old British joke
As you know, the British love wordplay, and there are many jokes beginning with
the question, ‘What’s the difference?’ between two completely different things.
The answers sound almost the same, but we exchange the first letters.

c. very similar to each other.

Activity 1
1. e; 2. c; 3. a; 4. d; 5. b

By Marsha Henderson

Activity 4
1. very well; 2. healthily; 3. in a very silly way;
4. fast; 5. daily

Exchanging Letters

b. quite similar to each other.

Activity 2
1. a pack of lies; 2. authoritative; 3. queer;
4. authoritarian; 5. a wolf in sheep’s clothing

Sa
m

a. unlike each other.
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Activity 1
Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.

1. attached

2. boiled

3. cross-eyed

4. pronounced

6. spelt

7. swallowed

8. take it literally

9. tricky

a. cooked in water at 100ºC
b. how letters are ordered in a word
c. joined or connected to something
d. not easy to deal with
e. passed from the mouth to the stomach

Activity 2

pl
e

Homonym: a word that has the same spelling and the same pronunciation as
another word, but a different meaning

5. remove

f. take something off or away
g. the way words sound
h. understand word for word
i. with both eyes looking at your nose

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.
1. He (..........) the coffee quickly and ran to catch the train.
2. I never remember how that word is (..........). Is it with one ‘p’ or two?
3. It was (..........) for us to get home on the bus with so many bags.
4. She looked at the fly on her nose and went (..........).
5. The word ‘either’ can be (..........) in two different ways.
6. There’s a message (..........) to the package. What does it say?
7. To make tea, the water has to be (..........).
8. When actors finish performing, they have to (..........) their make-up and costumes.
9. When the boy heard it was raining cats and dogs, he (..........) and thought there
were animals falling from the sky!

Activity 3

Put the words in the correct order to make a true sentence about the text.

Sa
m

Homonyms

By Richard Sidaway

Writing it down
Unlike some other European languages, English is a little tricky when it comes to
writing. How a word is pronounced and how it is actually spelt can be very different
things. Take two simple verbs like ‘have’ and ‘save’ - shouldn’t they be pronounced
the same? Why do ‘sir’, ‘her’ and ‘fur’ all rhyme, but ‘fork’ and ‘work’ don’t?
Same spelling, different meaning
Imagine, then, a situation where two words are spelt and pronounced exactly
the same way, but have completely different meanings. Welcome to the world
of homonyms. Take, for example, the word ‘fair’ – it can be a kind of festival, an
adjective to describe the colour of your hair or how you should play a game. Or
‘leg’, which can be attached to a person, or a table and can also be a distance you
travel, or a part of a competition.
Don’t take it literally
So how do you know which meaning someone is referring to? – You don’t, except
by the context. Obviously, if someone asks you to ‘give them a hand’, they don’t
want you to remove what is at the end of your arm.

What’s in a name?
Sometimes even the context doesn’t help much – the result can be amusing. These
sentences play with the double meaning of a noun:

I used to be a banker, but I lost interest.
Have you heard about the cross-eyed teacher who couldn’t control his pupils?
A small boy swallowed some coins and had to go to hospital. When his grandmother
phoned to ask how he was, the nurse said: ‘No change yet’.
(See explanations of these jokes after Activity 5.)

1. can have / English. / pronunciation in / the same / The vowels ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘u’
2. can be / differently in / English. / pronounced / The vowels ‘a’ and ‘o’
3. different / have many / meanings. / The same English / words can
4. can change / depending on / of a word / the context. / The meaning
5. a double meaning / in the same / make jokes when / sentence. / there is / You can

Activity 4
Use one word from the table to complete each pair of sentences.

change

fair

fly

hit

interest

leg

Example:
a. I can’t buy a house at the moment. The banks are charging too much (interest).
b. Can I (interest) you in dessert? We have chocolate mousse or three types of ice cream.
1. a. I’m going to watch the second (..........) of the Champions Cup tonight.
b. He hurt his (..........) so he can’t walk very well at the moment.
2. a. It suddenly (..........) me that I would never see her again.
b. He lost control of the car and it (..........) a tree.
3. a. I think she wanted a tip, but I didn’t have any (..........).
b. They were looking for a (..........) in lifestyle, so they emigrated.
4. a. A good referee should be (..........) to both sides.
b. Who’s that woman with the (..........) hair – I think I recognise her.
5. a. Waiter! There’s a (..........) in my soup.
b. I always wanted to learn how to (..........). Is it expensive?

Activity 5
Do you have words in your language that are written the same but have double meanings?
Explanations of jokes in the text
I used to be a banker, but I lost interest. (I became bored with the job / I lost money) Have you heard
about the cross-eyed teacher who couldn’t control his pupils? (students / parts of his eyes)

More ambiguity
And these examples play with the different meanings of a verb:

A small boy swallowed some coins and had to go to hospital. When his grandmother phoned to ask
how he was, the nurse said: ‘No change yet’ (no difference in the situation / no money)

I wondered why the ball was getting bigger. Then it hit me.
No one knew she had a dental implant, until it came out in a conversation.
A boiled egg in the morning is hard to beat.

I wondered why the ball was getting bigger. Then it hit me. (the ball hit me / I suddenly realised)
No one knew she had a dental implant, until it came out in a conversation. (became known / fell out)

Answers

If you liked these homonyms, you will be pleased to know that English has plenty more!

Activity 1
1. c; 2. a; 3. i; 4. g; 5. f; 6. b; 7. e; 8. h; 9. d

(See explanations of these jokes after Activity 5.)

Activity 3
1. The vowels ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘u’ can have the same
pronunciation in English. 2. The vowels ‘a’ and
‘o’ can be pronounced differently in English.
3. The same English words can have many
different meanings. 4. The meaning of a word
can change depending on the context. 5.
You can make jokes when there is a double
meaning in the same sentence.

Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.

Activity 2
1. swallowed; 2. spelt; 3. tricky; 4. cross-eyed;
5. pronounced; 6. attached; 7. boiled; 8.
remove; 9. took it literally

Double trouble
And sometimes a word can be a noun and a verb, but have different meanings. Can
you work this one out?

A boiled egg in the morning is hard to beat. (can’t be better / difficult to mix with a fork)
Time flies like an arrow. (time goes quickly) Fruit flies like a banana. (insects enjoy eating fruit)

Activity 4
1. leg; 2. hit; 3. change; 4. fair; 5. fly

(See explanations of these jokes after Activity 5.)
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Activity 2

pl
e

Homophones: words that have the same sound but different spellings

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.

Activity 1
Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.
1. academic

2. fit

3. identical

5. moose

6. native speaker

7. serial

a. a story divided into parts
b. exactly the same
c. in good physical condition
d. member of a university
e. someone who has spoken a language from a young age
f. type of deer living in North America
g. where a religious community lives

4. monastery

1. Although they are (..........) twins, they never wear similar clothes.
2. I like to keep (..........) so I run about 5 kilometres per day.
3. If you go into the forest and you’re very quiet you may see a (..........).
4. It’s no use phoning her now. She’s watching her favourite (..........).
5. She speaks Portuguese like a (..........), but she only learned it at university.
6. They’re both (..........). She’s a professor and he’s doing research.
7. This (..........) was built in the 12th century but it is now a ruin.

Activity 3

Choose the best answer, a, b or c.

Homophones
By Richard Sidaway

Spot the difference
What’s the difference between a man and a letter? One is male and the other is mail. How
do you know if someone is talking about a breakfast food or a type of TV programme?
The first is a cereal and the second is a serial. When you are in a restaurant in Canada,
do you order moose or mousse? Only one of them is usually a dessert.

a. You can order while
watching television.

b. There are two foods
that sound the same.

2. Homophones are words that …
a. are spelled the same but
have different meanings.

b. are spelled differently
and sound different.

a. are quite recent.

b. were invented by
William Shakespeare.

4. Jokes based on homophones …

What do you call a man who keeps you fit? – Jim.
What do call a very old lady? – Anne Teak.

5. The final joke depends on these other two words:

Historical homophones
These may be quite recent jokes. But academics say you can find double meanings
from homophones four hundred years ago in the works of William Shakespeare. It
would also be nice to think that medieval soldiers said ‘Night night, knight!’ before
going to bed, but we can’t be sure.

Activity 4

a. fryer and ship monk

b. fryer and chipmunk

c. only sometimes have
a double meaning.
c. flier and chipmunk

Choose the correct word of the pair to complete the sentence.
Example: eight/ate
He was so hungry that he (..........) everything on the plate and asked for more. (ate)
1. there/their
The children are staying with (..........) grandmother for the weekend.
2. break/brake
She put her foot on the (..........) and the car stopped.
3. patients/patience
The doctor has another five (..........) to see before lunch.
4. mail/male
That’s a (..........) bird; you can tell by the colourful feathers.
5. deer/dear
She is a very (..........) friend. We are very close.

Activity 5
Do you know any jokes in English which depend on homophones? Do you have
homophones in your language?

Activity 3
1. b; 2. c; 3. c; 4. a; 5. b

Explanations of jokes in the text
Jim: the man’s name / gym: a place where you exercise
Anne Teak: the woman’s name / antique: an old valuable object
night: period when it is dark / knight: high-class medieval soldier
patience: accepting difficult situations / patients: people receiving medical care
missed steak: piece of beef you didn’t eat / mistake: error
ate: past tense of ‘eat’ / eight: number between seven and nine
friar: member of a religious order / fryer: someone who cooks food in oil
chip monk: member of a religious community cooking pieces of potato / chipmunk:
small furry animal

b. are always about
doctors.

Activity 4
1. their; 2. brake; 3. patients; 4. male; 5. dear

A hungry traveller stops at a monastery and goes to the kitchen. A man is cooking
potatoes in oil. ‘Are you the friar?’ asks the traveller. ‘No. I’m the chip monk,’ he replies.

a. are popular at
Christmas.

c. are at least four
hundred years old.

Activity 2
1. identical; 2. fit; 3. moose; 4. serial; 5. native
speaker; 6. academics; 7. monastery

Get them while they’re hot
In fact, this type of joke is so popular people even invent long, complicated stories
just so they can put a play on words at the end. Fortunately, there’s no space here to
go into detail. Instead, here’s my favourite joke of the moment:

c. are spelled differently
but sound the same.

3. Jokes based on homophones …

Everyday mistakes
Of course you can see the difference between these pairs of words when they are
written down. But in spoken English they sound identical. There are many homophones
like these in English and native speakers often get them wrong – they write ‘there’
instead of ‘their’, or ‘break’ and not ‘brake’. But homophones also make great jokes.

Annual favourites
Homophones are so popular in Britain, people tell jokes based on them at dinner on
Christmas Day. Here are some more examples. I knew a man who used to be a doctor,
but he ran out of patience. I became a vegetarian until I realised that it was just a
missed steak. Why is 6 afraid of 7? Because 7 ate 9!

c. There are two desserts
that sound the same.

Activity 1
1. d; 2. c; 3. b; 4. g; 5. f; 6. e; 7. a

Sa
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1. Why could you get confused in a Canadian restaurant?
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Activity 1
Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.

1. amusing

2. break down

3. eccentric

4. foreign

5. have an affair

6. lyrics

Activity 2

pl
e

Irony: the use of words that are the opposite of what is really meant, often in
order to be funny; a situation in which the expected results are different from
the real results.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.
1. It’s a great song! The music is beautiful and the (..........) tell an interesting story.
2. My car (..........) on the way here and I had to call the mechanic and wait – that’s why I’m late.
3. She told an (..........) story and we all laughed a lot.
4. Their marriage ended after he (..........) with another woman.
5. They are an (..........) couple. They both look unusual and they always behave strangely.
6. When you are in a (..........) country you cannot expect the people there to speak
your language.

Activity 3a

a. entertaining or funny
b. from a different country
c. have a romantic relationship with someone who is not your partner
d. unusual or strange
e. stop working (of a machine)
f. words to a song

Sa
m

Match the paragraph heading (1–4) to an ironic statement or question (a–d) that is
related to it in some way.

Isn’t it ironic? (Or is it?)
By Cath McLellan

Humour and culture
Think of your favourite joke. Now imagine telling it to a foreign friend. Do you
think they would laugh? Some humour (especially visual humour) is universal
and amusing to people all around the world, but it is also true that culture plays
a big part in what we find funny, and what people laugh at in the UK might
be very different from what people laugh at in Japan or Brazil. British people
have a reputation for having an eccentric sense of humour, and one important
feature of British humour is the use of irony.
Dramatic irony
Some people disagree about exactly what irony is. In films, theatre and
literature, dramatic irony is often used. Dramatic irony is when the audience (or
reader) knows something that the characters do not know. For example, a man
decides to buy his wife flowers for their anniversary, but the audience/reader
knows that his wife is at home having an affair with another man. This type of
irony is not necessarily funny, but is used to add drama.
Situational irony
Situational irony is another type of irony which is often used for comic effect.
Imagine that you are late for a job interview. The bus takes 30 minutes to get
there so you decide to pay for a taxi which is quicker. You get in the taxi and
feel happy because you will arrive on time, but then the taxi breaks down and
you have to get out. At that moment the bus drives past you. You arrive late
for the interview.

Irony or something else?
The expected results in this situation (that you would save time by taking a taxi
and not the bus) are different to the real results, and this is called situational
irony. Of course, for some people this could also simply be described as a
frustrating situation! And that is why many people disagree about which
situations are really ironic. Canadian singer Alanis Morissette wrote a famous
pop song in 1996 called ‘Ironic’, describing ironic situations, which included
lyrics like ‘it’s like rain on your wedding day’. Many people argued that this was
not an ironic situation, but just an unfortunate one. Can you think of an ironic
situation that you have been in?

1. Humour and culture
2. Dramatic irony
3. Situational irony
4. Irony or something else?

a. Isn’t it ironic that so many jokes that start with the words ‘Isn’t it ironic …’ aren’t ironic?
b. I studied Japanese for 18 months before I went there, but nobody understood
my jokes so I had to tell them in English.
c. My wife said she’s sick of me always imagining the worst. That’s why she’ll
probably leave me and go off with another man.
d. Why is it that you can’t even cross the road here because there are so many 		
taxis in the way, but when you need one there’s never one around?

Activity 3b
Do you think the following are good examples of irony or do you think that some of
them are just unfortunate or frustrating situations?
1. A man accidentally shot himself in the head while he was teaching his girlfriend
about gun safety.
2. Hippopotomonstrosesquipedaliophobia is the fear of long words.
3. I cut my finger on the edge of a box of Band-Aids™.
4. The actor said ‘I’m speechless’ when he went up to collect his award, and then
explained for two minutes why this was the case.
5. When the boy got into trouble for the third time at school for handing in his
homework late, he bought a book of excuses. Unfortunately, the dog ate it.
6. A man died last night when his car hit a tree on One Tree Hill Road, One Tree Hill.

Activity 4
Match the words at the top with the prepositions at the bottom, using the text to help
you. Then complete the sentences below.

disagree

drive

laugh

pay

reputation

about

at

for

for

past

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

British people have a (..........) (..........) always being on time.
He always offers to (..........) (..........) dinner when we got out.
I didn’t think that film was funny at all – I didn’t (..........) (..........) any of the jokes.
I tried to take a taxi but he (..........) right (..........) me!
We always (..........) (..........) what to see at the cinema – he loves comedies and I love
horror films.

Activity 5
In your country, are there any typical types of jokes that people like to tell?
Do people use irony in your country?

Activity 1
1. a; 2. e; 3. d; 4. b; 5. c; 6. f

Answers

Activity 2
1. lyrics; 2. broke down; 3. amusing; 4. had an
affair; 5. eccentric; 6. foreign

Activity 3a
1. b; 2. c; 3. d; 4. a

Activity 4
1. reputation for; 2. pay for; 3. laugh at; 4. drove
right past; 5. disagree about
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Old chestnut: a joke that has been told so often that it has become famous.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.

Activity 1
Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.

1. afterlife

2. battery farm

3. edible

4. expectation

5. pun

6. punchline

7. shelter

8. suicide

9. theory

Sa
m

a. the action of deliberately killing yourself
b. the belief that something will happen
c. good or safe to eat
d. the humorous use of a word or phrase which has two meanings
e. an idea that explains how or why something happens
f. the last part of a joke, which is meant to make it funny
g. a place where lots of chickens are kept in rows of small cages, to produce many eggs
cheaply
h. somewhere safe from bad weather or danger
i. where some people believe our spirits go when we die

Why did the chicken cross the road?

1. I never buy eggs that have been produced in (..........) because I think that it is cruel to
keep so many chickens in such a small space.
2. My father makes the same (..........) every time we go to the beach – he says ‘We can eat
the sand which is here (the sandwiches here)’.
3. That is an interesting (..........), but how can you prove that it is true?
4. ‘Do you believe in the (..........)?’ ‘No. I think that when we die, that’s it – the end.’
5. The police decided that the man had jumped off the bridge, and so the cause of death
was recorded as (..........).
6. These mushrooms are (..........), but these ones here are not – they are poisonous.
7. We were getting a bit bored by her joke, but in the end the (..........) was very funny.
8. ‘What are your (..........) for this job?’ ‘I would like to help other people to have a better
life, and I also hope to enjoy the work and get a good salary.’
9. When it started raining we went into the bus station to get some (..........) and keep dry.

Activity 3

Match the four paragraphs (1–4) with the most suitable headings (a–f). There are
more headings than you need.

Paragraph

Heading

1.

a. A darker explanation

2.

By Russell Evans

1 _______________

In the past, chickens weren’t kept in large battery farms like they are now. A
hundred and fifty years ago, chickens were more like edible pets, kept around
the house to provide a ready supply of fresh eggs or perhaps a chicken meal
on special occasions. For this reason, it was undoubtedly a common occurrence
for people to notice chickens running from one side of the road to the other in
search of food or shelter. At some point, someone made a joke about why the
chicken crossed the road – to get to the other side – and one of the longestlasting jokes in English was born. The joke has since been told countless times
and in countless variations. But what does the joke really mean?
2 _______________

The first explanation is that it is an anti-climax joke, or a ‘non-joke’. The teller
indicates by context and facial expression that he is telling a joke, and this sets
up an expectation on the part of the listener that the punchline will be funny. But
when the answer comes, it is a straightforward factual explanation. The humour
is in the fact that the listener was expecting a funny answer but didn’t get one.
3 _______________
A second possible theory is that the joke is a pun. There are two meanings for
the phrase ‘the other side’. The obvious meaning is the other side of the road,
but ‘the other side’ is also a common expression which means the afterlife. In this
explanation, the chicken wanted to commit suicide under the wheels of a car. The
humour is in the unexpected idea that a chicken could choose to take its own life.

3.

b. A joke that isn’t
c. Keeping chickens
d. Origins of a joke
e. Variants on an old theme

4.

f. Why people tell jokes

Activity 4
How many common word partnerships can you find in the text using expressions from A and B?

A

B

special

explanation

common

occasion

facial

idea

factual

occurrence

obvious

expression

unexpected

meaning

Can you make any other common word partnerships from A and B which aren’t in the text?

Activity 5
Find some more examples of the joke ‘Why did the chicken cross the road?’ on the internet. Which one is your favourite? Why? Is it funnier than the examples in the text? Why?

4 _______________
Activity 2
1. battery farms; 2. pun; 3. theory; 4. afterlife;
5. suicide; 6. edible; 7. punchline; 8. expectations; 9. shelter
Activity 1
1. i; 2. g; 3. c; 4. b; 5. d; 6. f; 7. h; 8. a; 9. e

Answers

Activity 4
7 in the text: special occasion; common occurrence; common expression; facial expression; factual explanation; obvious meaning;
unexpected idea
Other possible collocations not in the text:
common explanation; obvious explanation;
unexpected occurrence

No one knows which explanation is true, but the joke’s popularity persists.
Thousands of variations are now in circulation. Why did the duck cross the
road? Because it was the chicken’s day off. Why did the chicken cross the road?
There was no force acting upon the chicken to stop it. (Sir Isaac Newton). And
thousands more have yet to be invented. The tricky part, of course, is to create a
new and original variation yourself!

Activity 3
1. d; 2. b; 3. a; 4. e
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Activity 1

Think of a main street in a town or city in your country. What kinds of shops will you
find there? Are there any of the shops below?
barber’s

optician’s

butcher’s

fish and chip shop

hairdresser’s

Lots of Pun for All the Family

Sa
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By Andy Keedwell

Activity 2

pl
e

Pun: a funny use of a word or phrase that has different meanings or sounds the
same as another word.

Walk down any British shopping street and you will find shops with strange
names. Why is the barbers called ‘Shearlock Combs’? Why is the opticians called
‘Eyediology’? And who decided to name the butchers ‘Meat you there’ and the
fish and chip shop ‘The Plaice to Come’? What’s going on?

The British love puns – as do many other nationalities. Puns are jokes based on
words that sound the same. You’ve probably noticed that many words in English
which are spelt in different ways and have different meanings are pronounced in
the same way. Think about the name of the restaurant: ‘plaice’ is kind of fish so
our restaurant is ‘the place’ to eat fish. Butchers sell meat – so we’ll ‘meet you
there’ - and opticians look after our eyes in a scientific way – so eyed –iology
(ideology) is a name that fits. Hairdressers shear (cut) your locks (hair) and comb
it - say the three words together quickly and you have the name of a famous detective. In shop titles and adverts, puns are used to get our attention.
Puns are very old. The ancient Egyptians and Romans liked to pun. Shakespeare
uses many puns in his plays – King Richard the Third (the son of York) – brings
‘glorious summer’ – just think about a word that has the same sound as son.

Many people enjoy a good pun (pun / fun for all the family!) – others hate them!
Puns aren’t really designed to make you laugh! Here are some puns that might
leave you asking for no more puns please. Have you heard about the bears who
voted in the North Poll? Or the cheetah who couldn’t be trusted at cards? Or
how about the clever little Australian animal that had lots of koalaifications or the
camel with no humps that was called Humphrey (and so was free of humps….)

Puns can be funny but they sometimes make important points. Here’s a fashion
tip: ‘skinny genes make skinny jeans’: so don’t worry if your jeans don’t fit – it’s
your family’s fault!

Read each word in column A aloud. Make sure you know the meaning of each word.
Can you think of a word that has the same sound as the word in Column A but is
spelt differently? The definitions in Column B will help you.
Column A

Column B

1. place

a) a kind of fish

2. meet

b) lamb or beef for example

3. son

c) something that shines in summer

4. pole

d) something you vote in

5. cheater (someone who cheats)

e) a very fast African big cat

6. genes

f) a kind of trousers, often blue

Activity 3
Decide if the statements are true or false, according to the text?
1. Only the British enjoy puns.
2. Puns are often used in shop titles and adverts.
3. Some puns are very old.
4. Puns make everyone laugh.
5. Puns sometimes have something serious to say.

Activity 4
Complete each sentence 1 to 5 with a passive form of the verb, as in the
example.
The cheetah couldn’t ........................................... at cards. (trust)
The cheetah couldn’t be trusted at cards.
1. A famous hairdresser’s in London .................................. ‘Curl Up and Dye’ (call)
2. This pun ................................... on the similar sound of ‘dye’ and ‘die’. (base)
3. These two words .............................................................. the same but they are spelt in
different ways. (pronounce)
4. Puns like these ...................................................... to help us remember the name of
the shop. (design)
5. Some people think puns like these are funny but other people .................................
.................. by them. (annoy)

Activity 5
Do people make puns in a language you speak? What kinds of wordplay are
there in your language?

1. False (F); 2. True (T); 3. T; 4. F; 5. T
Activity 3
1. is called; 2. is based; 3. are pronounced;
4. are designed; 5. are annoyed

1. place/plaice; 2. meet/meat; 3. son/
sun; 4. pole/poll;
5. cheater/cheetah; 6. genes/jeans

Activity 4

Activity 2

Answers
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3. plumber

4. psychiatrist

5. shed light on

6. stereotype

Sa
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a. a piece of material used before babies learn to use toilets
b. a type of doctor who works with people who have mental health problems
c. an image lots of people have of another group
d. explain
e. laugh at
f. someone who fixes water and waste systems

Light bulb jokes – shedding light on stereotypes
By Marsha Henderson

Negative images
Light bulb jokes are an example of satire, and are funny when the audience
agrees with the stereotypes used in them; and like most stereotypes, they’re
usually negative.
How many plumbers does it take to change a light bulb?
Three: One to come to your house the day before, when you’re out; one to
change the switch; and one to bring along the wrong type of bulb.
If you’ve ever been disappointed by a workman when you really needed one,
you might argue that the joke seems accurate.

Shared opinion
Sometimes the stereotype used is one that fewer people have had direct
experience of and relies on a shared opinion. Here we have a joke based on
the belief that psychiatrists just say the same things to everyone, and don’t give
any real help.
How many psychiatrists does it take to change a light bulb?
Only one, but the light bulb must want to change.

Any group
Light bulb jokes, and satire in general, don’t just stick to jobs, though. They can
make fun of any well-known group.
How many teenage girls does it take to change a light bulb?
One, but she’ll be on the phone for five hours telling all her friends about it.
But how do you feel if you are a teenage girl reading this? Or a plumber? Or
a psychiatrist? Satirical jokes are sometimes used to encourage negative
attitudes towards groups of people, so listen carefully to the opening line
before you join in the laughter.

Cute
On the other hand, they can be positive, or at least neutral, like this one, which
is based on some clever wordplay, and is just cute.
How many babysitters does it take to change a light bulb?
None. They don’t make nappies small enough.
Can you imagine a light bulb in a nappy?
Intelligent
At other times satirical jokes can rely on the audience sharing cultural
knowledge. You don’t need to have read George Orwell’s 1984, but you need
to have some idea about it for this joke to work. The book imagines a culture
where the government uses the Thought Police to control people, and even to
change history.
How many Thought Police does it take to change a light bulb?
None. There never was a light bulb ...

Activity 3

Choose the best answer, a, b or c.

1. The writer thinks that satirical jokes work by …
a. including the
audience but not the
stereotyped group.

b. including the
audience and the
stereotyped group.

c. making people laugh
at themselves.

2. The writer thinks the psychiatrist joke is especially funny to those who …
a. have been
psychiatrists.

b. have visited
psychiatrists.

c. have no connection to
this area.

3. The writer thinks satirical jokes …
a. can be unpleasant for
the audience.

b. can be unpleasant for
the stereotyped group.

c. are never meant to
hurt anyone.

4. The writer thinks the babysitter joke …
a. is a clever light bulb
joke which hurts no one.

b. is a light bulb joke
which fails because it’s
not aggressive enough.

c. doesn’t follow the
correct form.

b. you need to know
something about 1984
to understand the joke.

c. some light bulb jokes
should be banned.

5. The writer thinks that …
a. 1984 is an excellent
book and everyone
should read it.

Activity 4
Choose the correct verb form.
Example: If you ’ve ever been disappointed/were ever disappointed by a
workman you might argue that the joke seems accurate.
1. I ’ve had/had plenty of positive experiences with workmen.
2. She ’s been/went to a psychiatrist for several years when she was younger.
3. Lots of people laugh at jokes about groups they ’ve never met/didn’t ever meet.
4. He ’s worked/worked as a babysitter in England when he was studying.
5. Whoever wrote this has clearly read/clearly read a lot.
6. She ’s laughed/laughed at the joke before noticing that everyone else
looked angry.

Activity 5

Do people use satire and tell satirical jokes in your language/culture?

Activity 3
1. a; 2. c; 3. b; 4. a; 5. b

2. nappy

Activity 1
1. e; 2. a; 3. f; 4. b; 5. d; 6. c

1. make fun of

1. A common (..........) about the English is that they like queuing.
2. Being a (..........) is an excellent job, but the training is long and difficult.
3. I thought changing (..........) would be disgusting – until I had my own kids.
4. My mum told me to become a (..........) because people will always need toilets.
5. Reading his diary (..........) his strange life.
6. The other kids (..........) me at school because I had red hair.

Activity 4
1. ’ve had; 2. went; 3. ’ve never met; 4. worked;
5. has clearly read; 6. laughed

Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.

Activity 2
1. stereotype; 2. psychiatrist; 3. nappies; 4.
plumber; 5. shed light on; 6. made fun of

Activity 1

Activity 2

pl
e

Satire: a way of criticising someone or something by making them seem funny or
silly

Answers
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Activity 1

Activity 2
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Shaggy dog story: a long joke which usually includes lots of details that are not
important to the story, and which has an ending that is silly or meaningless.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.
1. Don’t look so (..........) – there’s a very simple explanation.

Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.

1. anti-climax

2. leprechaun

3. novel

5. puzzled

6. reveal

7. shaggy

8. string

Sa
m

a. a disappointing end
b. a long story in book form
c. a long, thin, man-made fibre
d. a type of fairy that looks like a little old man
e. make something known
f. not understanding; confused
g. with intention
h. with long, thick, untidy hair

2. Have you ever read a (..........) by Charles Dickens?

4. on purpose

Shaggy Dog Stories

3. I’m sorry, I didn’t do it (..........). It was an accident.

4. Old stories from Ireland sometimes tell of green fairies called (..........), who are
always tricking people.
5. She tied some (..........) to the balloon to stop it flying away.
6. That information is confidential. I cannot (..........) it to anyone.
7. We liked the first half of the film but the ending was an (..........).
8. You can hardly recognise him now with that big, (..........) beard.

Activity 3

By Richard Sidaway

Decide if the following statements are true or false, according to the text. Can you
correct the false ones?

What is a shaggy dog story?
Has anyone ever told you a long, complicated story which sounds like a joke, but ends
in a complete anti-climax? Maybe the person is just a bad storyteller, but often it is done
on purpose. If so, you’ve just heard a shaggy dog story. Such tales may have existed for
a hundred years, but why are they called ‘shaggy dog’ stories? Let’s come back to that
later. First, here’s an example (notice that in English, when we tell long jokes that are like
a story, we often use the present tense):

1. Shaggy dog stories are a recent phenomenon.
2. The leprechaun asks for three bananas.
3. The manager discovered the reason for the explosions.
4. Shaggy dog stories are not usually as short as the example in the text.
5. Shaggy dog stories only exist in spoken form.

The leprechaun, the banana and the piece of string
A leprechaun walks into a hotel and books a room. Before he goes upstairs he asks the
manager for a banana and a piece of string. The manager is puzzled but agrees and the
guest goes to bed.

A loud bang
That night there is a loud explosion and the room fills with smoke. The leprechaun is
unhurt but the banana and the piece of string have disappeared. The guest apologises
for the noise, but as the manager is leaving, the leprechaun requests half a banana and
a piece of string.

Activity 4
On the left are some verbs from the text which describe different ways of speaking.
Can you match them with their meaning?

e.g. agree = say you will do something suggested

A

B

1. apologise

a. ask for

An hour later there is another loud explosion. There is more smoke and an apologetic
guest, but no sign of the banana or the string. The manager is more puzzled. Now the
leprechaun asks for a quarter of a banana and a piece of string. An hour later there is
another loud bang.

2. demand

b. ask forcefully

3. promise

c. say sorry

4. refuse

d. say you will definitely do something

The explanation
This time the manager demands an explanation, but his guest refuses. Finally the
leprechaun says he will explain if the manager promises never to reveal the secret to
anyone else …

5. request

e. say you will not do something

6. unexpected

f. meaning

And to this day he never has.

Activity 5

More shaggy dogs
That was a short version of the joke – people usually add lots more details to make it as
long as possible. If you are listening you can’t wait for the story to end, and then when it
does you feel extremely disappointed and that the whole thing was a complete waste of
time. Some people say that there are whole books and films which are just shaggy dog
stories. The English novel The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy is over 450 pages
long but only mentions the first few months of the hero’s life and none of his opinions
at all! In two Indiana Jones movies, the bad guys are defeated by other forces – Jones’s
actions and adventures actually make no difference in the end.

Do shaggy dog stories exist in your language?

1. c; 2. b; 3. d; 4. e; 5. a
Activity 4

1. puzzled; 2. novel; 3. on purpose; 4. leprechauns; 5. string; 6. reveal; 7. anti-climax; 8.
shaggy

1. False (F) – Such tales may have existed for a
hundred years; 2. F – He asks for one banana
and three-quarters (one + half + quarter); 3.
True (T); 4. T; 5. F – Some people say that there
are whole books … which are … shaggy dog
stories

1. a; 2. d; 3. b; 4. g; 5. f; 6. e; 7. h; 8. c

Activity 2
Activity 1

Answers

So why are they called ‘shaggy dog’ stories?
No one really knows!

Activity 3
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Activity 1

Activity 2

pl
e

Surreal joke: a type of joke that combines ordinary objects or situations with
unusual elements that you would not expect.

Now complete the sentences using words from the text.

1. Be careful in this room. The (..........) is broken so there’s no light.
2. I wouldn’t like to have a snake as a pet. I prefer (..........) animals like cats and dogs.

Before you read, match the word to a definition.

1. brick

2. bulb

3. furry

4. hamster

5. surreal

6. twist

Sa
m

a. a glass container with a metal piece inside which produces light when connected to electricity
b. a hard rectangular block which is used to build walls
c. a small animal which is a popular pet for children
d. an unexpected ending
e. covered with small hairs
f. very unusual, almost like a dream

Surreally funny
By Julie Dawn Fox

1 _______________
If you hear British people talking about trees and fridges in the same sentence, they are
probably telling a joke. What do trees and fridges have in common? Nothing at all, and
that’s the point – it’s what makes surreal humour so funny.

2 _______________
Surreal jokes combine ordinary objects or situations with unusual elements that you
would never expect, for example:
Question: What’s white and can’t climb trees?
Answer: A fridge.

From the question, you might start thinking about white animals and a fridge is probably
the last thing you’d say. The more unexpected the answer is, the funnier the joke becomes.
3 _______________
Many surreal jokes work best as part of a series. The first joke is silly and the other jokes in
the series use an element from the first joke to create an even crazier answer.
Take these examples:
Question: What’s small and furry and travels at 100 miles per hour?
Answer: A hamster on a motorbike.
Question: How do you know when you’ve got a hamster in your fridge?
Answer: The motorbike’s parked outside.

3. My daughter’s pet (..........) is really funny. It puts all its food in its mouth so its head
looks enormous.
4. Some people like wooden houses but I think (..........) buildings are stronger and
safer.
5. The film we watched last night was (..........). There were giraffes in the kitchen at
one point!

Activity 3

Match the five paragraphs (1-5) with the most suitable headings (a-e).

Paragraph

Heading

1.

a. Predictably strange

2.

b. What are they talking about?

3.

c. Jokes about surrealism

4.

d. Unexpected elements

5.

e. Following on from that

Activity 4
Complete the table. Some of the words can be found in the article, and some cannot.

Adjective

surreal

predictable

usual

Adverb
Noun
Verb

b

Opposite adjective

4_______________
This type of joke is not always about fridges. Any subject can be used, including surrealism
itself. This one gives a popular type of joke about changing light bulbs a very unusual twist:

Activity 5

Question: How many surrealists does it take to change a light bulb?
Answer: Fish.

Are surreal jokes common in your language? What do you think of them? Are you any
good at inventing this type of joke?

If that’s too crazy for you, don’t worry; there is usually some strange logic involved. For example:
Question: What’s red and bad for your teeth?
Answer: A brick.
It’s usually sugary food that’s bad for your teeth but a hard red brick will damage them too!

Activity 1
1. b; 2. a; 3. e; 4. c; 5. f; 6. d

Answers

Adjective
Adverb
Noun
Verb
Opposite
adjective

real

surreal
surreally
surrealism

predictable usual
predictably usually
prediction
predict
unpredictable unusual

Better still, you could invent your own surreal joke and be as strange as you like. After all,
that’s the key to this kind of humour.

Activity 2
1. bulb; 2. furry; 3. hamster; 4. brick; 5. surreal

Question: What goes black, white, black, white, black, white?
Answer: A panda falling down a hill.
Question: What’s black and white and red all over?
Answer: A panda that’s covered in ...

Activity 3
1. b; 2. c; 3. e; 4. d; 5. a

5 _______________
Although these jokes often make no sense, once you understand the way they work,
especially sequenced jokes, you can sometimes predict the answers. Try completing the
second panda joke:

Activity 4
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Activity 2

pl
e

‘What do you get if you cross …?’ joke: a type of joke that asks what would happen
if you mixed two unrelated objects, and gives a funny and unexpected result.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.

Sa
m
Imaginative mixes to make you laugh
By Julie Dawn Fox

Crazy combinations
Have you ever wondered what would happen if you mixed two unrelated objects like
strawberries and roads or a chicken and an alarm together? Sometimes the results
would be very strange or difficult to imagine but with a little creative thinking, they
can be very funny. In fact, jokes that ask, ‘What do you get if you cross X with Y?’ are
very popular in English.
Same word, different meaning
Question: What do you get if you cross a strawberry with a road?
Answer: A traffic jam.

Do you see the joke? Jam is often made from strawberries but a traffic jam is a line of
vehicles on the road. Words with multiple meanings are typical in this kind of joke.
Sounds right
A lot of these combination jokes depend on your knowledge of the things that are being
mixed. Many jokes are based on the noises that animals make or words that sound alike.
Look at this example:
Question: What do you get if you cross a chicken with something that wakes you up?
Answer: An alarm cluck.

Chickens make a clucking noise and cluck sounds like clock. Alarm clocks wake you up.

What’s it famous for?
Another common way of making combination jokes is by using well-known characteristics
or actions. Do you get this joke?
Question: What do you get if you cross a kangaroo with a sheep?
Answer: A woolly jumper.
Kangaroos jump and sheep are covered in wool. A ‘jumper’ can be a sweater or something
that jumps.
Famous characters and history
Some combination jokes use fictional characters from films or books, or even real
historical events. Do you know the story of the Titanic, a luxury cruise ship that sank on
its very first trip? Well, here’s a joke about that:
Question: What do you get if you cross the Atlantic Ocean with the Titanic?
Answer: About half way across.
This joke is funny because of the different meaning of the word ‘cross’ – in this case, it
means to travel from one side to another.
Can you think of any more crazy combination jokes?

4. The word brunch (a meal you eat in the middle of the morning) is a (..........)
of the words ‘breakfast’ and ‘lunch’.

5. Your success in learning English (..........) many things, including how much
practice you do.

Activity 3
Reorder these words to make true sentences about the text.
Example:
combination / you / be / funny / your / If / use / can / jokes / imagination / very
If you use your imagination, combination jokes can be very funny.
1. often / meanings / jokes / These / use / that / similar / words / have
2. that / noises / and / Animal / also / words / are / sound /common / alike
3. jokes / actions / and / Typical / are / in / characteristics / used / combination
4. too / Famous / and / characters / people / feature / events

Activity 4
Look at this example of a passive sentence:
Jam is often made from strawberries.
The active version is:
People often make jam from strawberries.
Can you change these sentences from the active into the passive?
1. People make jumpers from wool.
2. Chickens make clucking noises.
3. My alarm clock woke me up.
4. People base jokes on words that sound alike.
5. People sometimes use fictional characters to make jokes.

Activity 5
What do you think of combination jokes? How easy are they to understand?
Are they popular in your language?

Answers

a. an element or action that is typical for the thing being described
b. describes something that has been invented or is not real
c. mix one thing with another to create something new
d. need something to be able to work properly
e. the result of mixing two or more things

3. One of the most obvious (..........) of giraffes is their long necks, which enable
them to eat from tall trees.

meanings; 2. Animal noises and words that sound
alike are also common; 3. Typical actions and characteristics are used in combination jokes; 4. Famous
people, characters and events feature too.

5. fictional

2. James Bond is one of the most famous (..........) characters I can think of.

Activity 4

4. depend on

3. cross

Activity 1
1. a; 2. e; 3. c; 4. d; 5. b

2. combination

Activity 2
1. cross; 2. fictional; 3. characteristics; 4. combination; 5. depends on

1. characteristic

1. If you (..........) a male lion with a female tiger, you get a new animal – a liger.

1. Jumpers are made from wool; 2. Clucking noises
are made by chickens; 3. I was woken up by my
alarm clock; 4. Jokes are based on words that sound
alike; 5 . Fictional characters are sometimes used
to make jokes.

Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.

Activity 3
1. These jokes often use words that have similar

Activity 1
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Activity 2

pl
e

Wit: the ability to use words in a funny and clever way, usually without having to
think about what you are going to say.

Now complete the sentences using words from the text.

1. William Shakespeare is the most famous (..........) in the English language – he
wrote 38 plays.

Activity 1
Before you read, match the word to a definition.

1. caviar

2. marmalade

3. original

4. playwright

5. poll

6. treat

Sa
m

a. lots of people being asked what they think
b. a luxury food made of fish eggs
c. new; something nobody has thought of before
d. a person who writes plays for the theatre
e. something special for yourself or someone else
f. a spread made of oranges to put on toast

Britain’s Wittiest Person

2. My father has the same thing for breakfast every morning – a cup of tea and
two pieces of toast with (..........), which my mother makes with fruit from the
tree in the garden.
3. The (..........) idea for the project was by Phil Peters, and that is why it is called
the ‘Peters project’.
4. Yes, children, you’ve been very good today so I am going to buy you all a
(..........) – any ice cream that you would like.
5. The best (..........) is made from the roe (eggs) of the beluga sturgeon, a fish
that lives in the Caspian Sea.
6. They had a (..........) at work to see where we wanted to have the Christmas
party. 72% of us voted for the same restaurant we went to last year, so we’re
going there again.

By Julie Mason

Activity 3

What is wit?

Decide if the following statements are true or false, according to the text. Can
you correct the false ones?

‘An original idea. That can’t be too hard. The library must be full of them.’ This
was said by British actor and writer Stephen Fry. It’s funny because if an idea
can be found in a library, then obviously it is not original. Clever and original
ideas that also make us laugh are known as ‘wit’. It is a type of humour for which
individuals often become famous.
A famous wit

One such individual was Noël Coward, the British writer, composer and actor. ‘I
like long walks,’ he said, ‘especially when they are taken by people who annoy
me.’ On the subject of wit itself, Coward commented, ‘Wit ought to be a glorious
treat like caviar. Never spread it about like marmalade.’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Noël Coward was happy when people who annoyed him went for long walks.
Noël Coward said wit should be used all the time.
Winston Churchill didn’t want to marry Nancy Astor.
Winston Churchill could not go to the first night of his friend’s play.
Oscar Wilde didn’t like people to talk about him.

Activity 4
In the superlative form, the adjective ‘witty’ becomes ‘wittiest’.

Look at the adjectives below ending in consonant + ‘y’:

Churchill’s wit

busy

dry

It would be wrong to suggest, however, that wits are always actors or writers.
Sir Winston Churchill was one of Britain’s most famous prime ministers, but
he was also known for his witty comments. Once, a female politician called
Nancy Astor said to him, ‘If I were married to you, I’d put poison in your coffee’.
Churchill immediately replied, ‘If I were married to you, I’d drink it!’ On another
occasion, a famous playwright invited him to the first night of a play he had just
written. ‘Bring a friend, if you have one,’ said the playwright, to which Churchill
wrote back, ‘Impossible to be present for the first performance. Will attend the
second – if there is one!’

pretty

unhappy

easy

Put them into the superlative form and use them to complete the sentences below.
1. In a recent poll, Angelina Jolie was voted the world’s (..........) woman.
2. In the Atacama Desert in South America, it rains once every four years – it’s
the (..........) place in the world.
3. On Saturday, she plays tennis in the morning, golf in the afternoon and
football in the evening; it’s her (..........) day of the week.
4. The day I failed my driving test was the (..........) day of my life.
5. Which do you think is the (..........) language to learn, English or Spanish?

Activity 5
Is there anyone who is famously witty in your country? Can you translate any of
the witty things they have said into English?

Answers

Activity 2
1. playwright; 2. marmalade; 3. original; 4. treat; 5.
caviar; 6. poll

But who is Britain’s wittiest person? A poll by a British television channel
found that the wittiest person is not actually British at all, but Irish (although
the Republic of Ireland was part of Britain when he was alive). He said such
memorable lines as, ‘I’m not young enough to know everything’ and ‘I have the
simplest tastes. I am always satisfied with the best.’ On another occasion he
commented, ‘There is only one thing in life worse than being talked about, and
that is not being talked about.’ Fortunately, we do still talk about him – he’s the
Irish poet and playwright Oscar Wilde.

Activity 1
1. b; 2. f; 3. c; 4. d; 5. a; 6. e

So who is Britain’s wittiest person?

Activity 3
1. True (T); 2. False (F) – ‘Wit ought to be a glorious treat like caviar. Never spread it about like
marmalade.’; 3. T; 4. T; 5. F – ‘There is only one
thing in life worse than being talked about, and

Activity 4
1. prettiest; 2. driest; 3. busiest; 4. unhappiest;
5. easiest
that is not being talked about.’
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Activity 2

pl
e

Words within words: a type of joke that works because the letters of some words
and phrases can make other words.

Now complete the sentences using words and phrases from the text. Make any
changes to the words that are necessary.
1. I feel very (..........) this week because I have an important exam on Friday.

5. rearrange

6. spam

7. stare

8. stressed

9. unexpected

Sa
m

a. finish unhappily
b. worried because of difficulties in your life
c. surprising; not what we think will happen
d. unwanted emails sent to lots of people, usually to sell something
e. something sweet you eat at the end of a meal
f. very interested
g. a distance of about 1.6 kilometres
h. look at for a long time
i. change the position or order of things
j. the result of mixing two or more things

Words within words
By Julie Mason

Riddles
How did the animals open the zoo door? They used a monkey! What’s the
longest word in English? Smiles – there’s a ‘mile’ between the first and last
letters! These jokes – a question followed by an unexpected answer – are
known as ‘riddles’. But the ones above are examples of a special sort of
riddle, a riddle which is funny because a word is hidden within another word.
Many English speakers are fascinated by this sort of wordplay and it can be
found in texts written in English a very long time ago. But riddles are not the
only example of ‘words within words’ …
Hidden Words
During Victorian times (1837–1901), the game of hiding words within a
whole sentence became popular. Look carefully at this sentence – The king
eats his lunch in a fine palace. Can you see that the countries ‘China’ and
‘Nepal’ are hidden in it? The Victorians even used hidden words to teach
children history and geography at school. Today we still see hidden word
games in books and magazines, but we also use hidden words in jokes. How
do we know that Picasso was from Spain? You can see it in his painting!

Anagrams
An anagram is made by rearranging the letters in a word or phrase to make
a different word or phrase. Look at the following joke. What will happen if
you try to make an alphabetical list of anagrams of the word ‘stare’? – It’ll
end in tears! The humour comes from the fact that ‘stare’ is an anagram
of ‘tears’. Are you ready for another one? What happens if you eat your
‘desserts’ backwards? You get ‘stressed’!
Palindromes
Palindromes are words and phrases which can be read the same forwards
and backwards. The pop group ‘Abba’, for example, is a palindrome, as is the
sentence ‘Was it a car or a cat I saw?’. We find them interesting, but they can
also be funny: I kept receiving emails about reading maps backwards, but
then I realised it was just spam!
So, for a long time these ‘words within words’ in English have been used to
surprise and educate us … and they often make us laugh too!

4. She was (..........) by the television programme about the Egyptians, because
she was really interested in history.

5. The Burj Khalifa tower in Dubai is over half a (..........) high.

6. The first thing I do when I turn on the computer is to get rid of the (..........)
emails.

7. The flight was cancelled because of an (..........) snow storm.
8. ‘This room looks different.’ ‘Yes, we (..........) the furniture.’
9. When she walks into the room, people always (..........) at her because she is
so beautiful.

Activity 3
Look at the following ‘words within words’. What type of word game is each
one? There are two of each type of word game.
anagram

hidden word

palindrome

riddle

1. A man, a plan, a canal – Panama
2. ‘Can you pass the soap please?’
3. Eleven plus two = twelve plus one
4. Race fast, safe car!
5. Red is the most amazing colour because it’s incredible.
6. ‘The eyes’ = ‘They see’
7. Which room has no windows? A mushroom!
8. ‘Why should you always buy pens and not pencils?’ ‘Because they’re inexpensive!’

Activity 4
How good is your geography? Can you find one hidden European capital city in
each sentence?
1. Carlos loved this city.
2. Shall we order omelette for breakfast?
3. Lisa and Marlon don’t like cheese.
4. James Bond is in the novels of Ian Fleming.
5. Remember Linda is coming today.
6. A Tale of Two Cities is the best book I ever read.

Activity 5
Do you play ‘words within words’ games in your language? Are there any word
games which involve words within words that are not mentioned in the text?

Answers

4. mile

3. My husband decided to cut down a tree in the garden – I knew it would
(..........). He broke his arm and had to go to hospital.

Activity 3
1. palindrome; 2. hidden word; 3. anagram; 4.
palindrome; 5. hidden word; 6. anagram; 7. riddle;
8. riddle (NOTE: this is also another example of
‘hidden word’)

3. fascinated

Activity 1
1. e; 2. a; 3. f; 4. g; 5. i; 6. d; 7. h; 8. b; 9. c

2. end in tears

Activity 4
1. Oslo; 2. Rome; 3. London; 4. Sofia; 5. Berlin;
6. Kiev

1. dessert

2. Ice cream is a popular (..........) in many countries.

Activity 2
1. stressed; 2. dessert; 3. end in tears; 4.
fascinated; 5. mile; 6. spam; 7. unexpected; 8.
rearranged; 9. stare

Before you read, match the word or phrase to a definition.
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